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DAVENPORT

Affordable. Durable. Simple.
Clean lines that complement any environment.

CASEGOODS
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DESIGN INSPIRATION
The Davenport™ casegoods series is a perfect balance of quality, design and affordability.
Its classic styling features a sleek leg profile with distinctive bow-front tops and complementing
curved handles. The Davenport series also offers smart options like contrasting laminate tops and
legs with durable edges. Easy-going and hard-working, Davenport is the ideal solution for a wide
variety of healthcare environments.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
DURABLE Drawers feature single-walled steel sides with laminate backs and bottoms.
AESTHETICS Top and legs can be specified in either a matching or contrasting finish to
the rest of the unit. Curved bow pull on drawers is standard in brushed stainless steel.
MOBILITY Rear casters with front leg glides are an available option for bedside tables
and dressers.
ACCOMMODATING Cabinet doors open a full 175° for easy access to contents. Leveling glides
on legs adjust for installation on uneven floors.
RENEWABLE Davenport offers field-replaceable components.
SECURE Bolt-to-wall option modifies the rear side of any cabinet to allow it to be attached
to the wall through the back of the unit. Factory installed locks are also available.

STATEMENT OF LINE

Refer to Nurture specification guide for complete product details.
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